TOWER CRANE
UNIQUE ATTRACTION
The Mini Tower Crane is a coin-operated or remote
control amusement ride designed for heavy equipment
enthusiasts of all ages. With hydraulically controlled
boom and cable system, the small, electric powered
machine provides an experience that is similar to
operating a full-size crane. From 3-year-old kids to
curious parents, the interactive Mini Tower Crane ride
is helpful to develop hand/eye coordination, stimulate
logical thinking and problem solving.

MULTIPLE APPLICATIONS

GRAB THE ROI
Suitable for commercial or recreational use, construction
theme equipment rides are a solid investment. Entertain
friends and family, expand attraction offerings, or start a
mobile fleet operation for events and rentals. Generate
long term revenue with a profitable business in kids
construction rides.

Made from high quality materials, this machine can be
used indoor or outdoor. Mini Tower Cranes can be set
up in amusement parks, pumpkin farms, shopping
malls, party rentals, family entertainment centers
(FECs), and other private events throughout the world.
Optional types of lifting mechanisms include claw and
magnetic which allow the ride-on crane to be
configured for each customer’s requirements.

KEY FEATURES
➢ Can be started with coins or remote control
➢ Programmable ride time, from 1 to 60 minutes
➢ Adjustable rotation settings of 90° and 180°
➢ Settings for movement speed to adjust sensitivity
➢ Dual joysticks for jib, trolley, and cable control
➢ Cable can lift 40 lbs. up to 6 feet high
➢ Sliding seat for reach adjustments
➢ Integrated MP3 music player with speaker
➢ Color changing LED lighting on jib above operator
➢ Meets worldwide safety standards
➢ Hydraulic power unit driven by electric motor
➢ Mechanical controls minimize risk of electronic
component failures
➢ Includes 6-month warranty on electric & hydraulic
systems, 1 year on chassis components
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TECHNICAL INFO
Electrical
Dimensions
Weight
Duty Cycle

TYPICAL FOOTPRINT

120VAC, Single Phase, 1A
42”W x 115”T x 138”L
1,150 LBS.
8 hour continuous operation

OPERATIONS DETAIL
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢

One operator per ride, lap belt included for safety
Ride attendant recommended, but not required
Typical ride time: 4 minutes
Capacity: 10 to 12 rides per hour
Typical price: $5 to $8 per ride
Most states do not require permit for coin-op rides
Media options: wood or metal blocks, plastic balls
Suggested minimum operator height: 30 inches
Suggested operator age: 3 years and older
Maximum operator weight: 200 LBS.

VOLUME PRICING
Level
Retail
1
2

Quantity*
1
2
3+

Unit Price
$8,920.00
$8,195.00
$7,495.00

*Quantity equals total number of excavators
and/or cranes in a single order.
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ACCESSORIES
✓
✓
✓
✓

Magnetic lift option
Kids safety vest
Kids hard hat
Marketing materials

✓
✓
✓
✓

Fencing & signage
Ball pit cage
Activity sets
Ticketing solutions
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